YOU CAN ALWAYS HAVE ME

SONG

Lyric by
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Music by
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Valse Moderato

Drifting apart
If you regret
please don't for-

heart
Sorry is all you say
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Love's ways are strange still love that can change
Dear I'll forgive as long as I live

poco rit.

Might change again some day.
That's how I care for you

poco rit.
rall.

CHORUS
a tempo

If you ever awakened Just to find you're mis-

a tempo

p-f espress.

-taken By the whole world forsaken

You Can Always Have Me - 3
You can always have me.

When there's dark clouds above you
I'll be still dreaming of you.

When there's no one to love you
You can always have me.

Al-ways Have Me

You Can Always Have Me - 3